CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

This chapter discusses the conclusion and suggestion regarding the result of discussions of the researcher. The conclusions and suggestions are as follows:

Conclusion

After conducting and discussing the research question about the violation of quantity and relevance maxims in frozen movie as the object of research the data shows that there are 25 utterances that violate the quantity and relevance maxims. Further conclusion can be presented as follows:

The utterances that violate the quantity and relevance maxims consist of directive, ordering, and requesting someone for doing something from speakers to hearer, commanding, complaining something, express felling, bringing change the word in conversation. The violation in the quantity and relevance maxims sometimes happened when the utterance that violate the contribution of information, the relevant of information and obscurity in their conversational. However, in those conversations, actually speakers wants to deliver such implied meaning to hearer in dialogue and also the utterances that violated both maxim caused by speech acts.

Violation of quantity maxims is when people in conversations offer more or less information than is required, which thus creates humorous effects. If the speaker violates the quantity of maxim, they do not give the hearer enough information to know what is being talked about, because they do not want the hearer to know the full picture.

Violation of relevance maxim occurs when the speaker says the irrelevant comments. Maxim of relation is violated to signal embarrassment or to change the
subject. The speaker’s contribution is not connected to the topic in the conversation.

Sometimes, when we are talking with other people, the problem happened is easy to express an idea but it is difficult to interpret it because every utterance needs to be interpreted based on its context. It means that what is uttered depends on who, where, when, and in what occasion the utterance appears. It called implicature.

Based on the data above that researcher founded all of the utterances that violation quantity and relevance maxims have implied meaning because the hearers hide the truly meaning.

In this research, researcher finds out the factors that violated quantity and relevance maxim in frozen movie: there are create humour (16%), create hyperbola and irony (28%), keep secret (12%), change the topic (44%), respect to hearer (4%) and be relax (12%). It can conclude if the factor change the topic is dominates in this research.

**Suggestion**

Based on the result of the research, the researcher has some suggestion for other researchers who interested in similar research. First, in conducting conversation, the researcher should focus about the topic of conversation to analyzing and interpreting the utterance because this is the important things in this part. Secondly, this research will give contribution in pragmatic subject especially about cooperative principle that related with maxims class. The last the researcher suggest to the readers especially the student of English Department to choose the violation of cooperative principle as the object of research, because there are many interesting aspect which can be analyze in cooperative principle. Some people do
not know how the important things to learn about violation of cooperative principle especially maxim, because some people do it violation when they speak.
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